Software Engineering Summer Internship Opportunity

Daniel H. Wagner Associates (http://www.wagner.com/) is seeking a Software Engineering Intern pursuing a bachelor’s or master’s degree in computer science or computer engineering. The open position is at our Hampton, VA office for the summer of 2016 and requires U.S. citizenship. Applicants must be industrious, highly self-motivated, and able to learn new technologies quickly.

Qualifications sought:

- Exceptional academic record, including proficiency in mathematics courses
- Completion of at least sophomore year by end of spring 2016 term
- Ability to work independently
- Solid written and oral communications skills
- Understanding of Object-Oriented Design and Programming
- Strong problem solving, testing, and debugging skills
- Linux/UNIX/Windows/C++/Java experience

Wagner Associates is a small, employee-owned firm with a 50+ year tradition of excellence in Operations Research, Mathematics, and Software Development. We offer the following to our interns:

- Flexible work hours
- Challenging work in areas such as autonomous unmanned vehicle projects for DARPA and Office of Naval Research (ONR)
- Casual work environment
- Offices in waterfront building with free parking garage
- Located in an area with: affordable/spacious housing available within easy commuting distance, cultural activities and attractions, parks and outdoor activities

Interested candidates should submit their resume, cover letter, and academic transcripts to Jennifer Haddox-Schatz <jhaddox@va.wagner.com>.
Software Engineering Job Opportunity

Daniel H. Wagner Associates (http://www.wagner.com/) is seeking a full-time Software Engineer with a bachelor’s or master’s degree in computer science or computer engineering. The open position is at our Hampton, VA office and requires U.S. citizenship. Applicants must be industrious, highly self-motivated, and able to learn new technologies quickly.

Qualifications sought:

- BS/MS in computer science or computer engineering (including proficiency in mathematics courses)
- Exceptional academic record
- Ability to be self-directing and work independently
- Solid written and oral communications skills
- Understanding of Object-Oriented Design and Programming
- Strong problem solving, testing, and debugging skills
- Linux/UNIX/Windows/C++/Java experience

Wagner Associates is a small, employee-owned firm with a 50+ year tradition of excellence in Operations Research, Mathematics, and Software Development. We offer the following to our employees:

- Flexible work hours
- Challenging work in areas such as autonomous unmanned vehicle projects for DARPA and Office of Naval Research (ONR)
- Bonuses, company contribution to retirement
- Casual work environment
- 89% of health insurance premium covered and HSA (Health Savings Account) fully funded OR cash-in-lieu of insurance (with proof of medical coverage elsewhere)
- Professional leave with expense account and tuition reimbursement
- Private offices in waterfront building with free parking garage
- Located in an area with: affordable/spacious housing available within easy commuting distance, cultural activities and attractions, parks and outdoor activities

Interested candidates should submit their resume, cover letter, and academic transcripts to Jennifer Haddox-Schatz <jhaddox@va.wagner.com>.